INTRO

Good evening, I am your host Karen Hudes. Welcome to DCTV’s Series on the Network of Global Corporate Control that was prerecorded. This segment is about the Jesuits. Thanks to DCTV, to Carmen Stanley, Studio Producer and Director, and Maurice Jackson, Audio and Teleprompter.

On Sat, Dec 10, 2016 at 7:53 AM Bengt Carlson wrote

Dear Karen,

is there NO debate in US about why the Department of Homeland Security is a Jesuit organization when we know that the Jesuits killed both Kennedy and Lincoln?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ETIba8XmgFA

minutes 00 to 2:37
So I wrote back to Bengt, and told him that there is debate on the Jesuits in the US. The Jesuits have been kicked out of more than 83 countries.

US Congress ended diplomatic relations with the Holy See in 1867 after Lincoln's assassination.

In 1984, when John Hinckley shot Reagan, Reagan reestablished diplomatic relations with the Vatican.

On December 13th, a tweet of mine on behalf of the 189 Ministers of Finance and Development on the Board of Governors of the World Bank and IMF confirming that we are in the Global Currency Reset has gone viral.

The Board of Governors of the World Bank and IMF confirms that we are in the Global Currency Reset:
Donald Trump is not the legitimate President of the United States when the Constitution of 1789 is not in effect. There is no electoral college to vote Donald Trump into office. It is clear that Donald Trump's presidency was meant to perpetuate the Banking Cartel. The Banking Cartel is no longer in control.

Donald Trump has refused to confirm the truth that the Constitution of 1789 has been suspended by Congress. [http://www.barefootsworld.net/war_ep1.html](http://www.barefootsworld.net/war_ep1.html) Donald Trump is a puppet of the Vatican and the Banking Cartel.


http://themillenniumreport.com/2016/08/jesuit-order-all-roads-lead-to-the-black-

Jesuits; Rulers of Evil

The bloodline families that rule from the Octogon in Switzerland, are in control of the Jesuits and the Vatican.

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9E0gUiVoHsl&feature=gp-n-y&google_comment_id=z12jcvm5qq3vymcg23cjb1prujx44f04](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9E0gUiVoHsl&feature=gp-n-y&google_comment_id=z12jcvm5qq3vymcg23cjb1prujx44f04)


The Russians have always resisted the Jesuits. The Russians lost more than 25 million people in WWII.

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iFRVVurdAXU](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iFRVVurdAXU)
Moscow State University maintains the Chrolologia project, which shows how Jesuits tried to falsify our ancient history. [http://www.chronologia.org/en](http://www.chronologia.org/en)

Episode 40 of Betsy Banfield's blog on Nick Blain is devoted to the Chrolologia project. [http://3rddog.weebly.com/blog](http://3rddog.weebly.com/blog)

History: Fiction or Science? is the most explosive tractate on history ever written - however, every theory it contains, no matter how unorthodox, is backed by solid scientific data.
To: Sophie

Subject: Re: Hillary and Donald Prostrate to their Puppet Masters, the Jesuits before Selection Day

Arturo Sosa  October 14, 2016  Incumbent  Caracas, Venezuela

Thanks. Arturo Sosa replaced Adolfo Nicolás on October 14, 2016. This succession is highly irregular, as the Black Pope is usually installed until the end of his natural life.


From: Sophie
Sent: Sunday, October 23, 2016 7:59 AM
To: karenhudes@hotmail.com
Subject: Hillary and Donald Prostrate to their Puppet Masters, the Jesuits before Selection Day | TABU; Towards A Better Understanding

TABU might be another blooper in my education; if it is, I'm sure you'll let me know.

Scroll down for a very elaborate photogallery of the culprits! Pics might come in handy to illustrate your point.
Or bin it!
Love & blessings, as always...

Let us be clear. I am not talking about the Catholic faith, or parish priests that know nothing about the Jesuits. Many Catholic people are working with us to root out the evil which we are exposing today.

“The sad facts of the matter are that the Vatican has been THE major player in the geopolitical arena for many centuries. And, for the past four centuries, the Jesuit Order (operating from within the Vatican) has been THE major player in both the geopolitical arena and the theological arena – and a very big player (through its Knights of Malta) in the financial arena and in the international intelligence community! The more I study history and the more ‘I turn over stones’, the more I find the ‘footsteps and fingerprints’ of the Vatican – and, again, more specifically, its Jesuit Order – involved in the most sinister and evil activities!

Indeed, the Jesuit Order (i.e., The Society of Jesus, ‘The Company’), headed by the Jesuit Superior General (i.e., the ‘Black Pope’), is the most formidable enemy to religious and civil liberty that the world has probably ever seen. The Jesuits became so infamous in Europe for fomenting wars and revolutions, and for assassinating heads of State, that they were expelled from 83 countries, city-states, and cities by 1931 – quite often by Roman Catholic monarchs!

The Jesuit Superior General, the Black Pope, not only controls his powerful Jesuit Order, but also controls the powerful Knights of Malta, top-level Knights of Columbus, and the top-levels of Freemasonry. Through his control of the top levels of Secret Societies (especially Knights of Malta and high-level Freemasons), he controls the top intelligence agencies of the world. A good example of this occurred in World War II: the top intelligence man in the OSS (later CIA) was Knight of Malta William “Wild Bill” Donovan; the top intelligence man in Nazi Germany on the eastern front was German Knight of Malta General Reinhard Gehlen; and the top intelligence man in the Soviet Union was Knight of Malta Prince Anton Turkul (who used Jesuit priests for his couriers). Thus, the Jesuit Order was in control of the major combatants, and able to ‘steer’ the war in the directions they wanted – and in the process to slaughter millions of their favorite targets (Jews, Protestants, and Orthodox Christians).

Additionally, because of his control of the Vatican hierarchy (through his Jesuit Order and P-2 Masonry), the Jesuit Superior General also has control and use of the ‘Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith’ (i.e., the Office of Inquisition), the Roman Curia, and Vatican finances (which are substantial)! If all this does not make the ‘Black Pope’ the most powerful man on the face of the earth, I do not know what would.

Secret societies – most particularly the Jesuit Order with its Knights of Malta and top-level Freemasons – must be exposed and removed from our shores, or America will not survive!” – Darryl Eberhart (2005; Editor of “Tackling the Tough Topics” and “Examining the Tough Issues” newsletters – Please see web site: http://www.tacklingthetoughtopics.net.)
(Note: Here is the full quote of Lincoln)

“This [American Civil] war [of 1861-1865] would never have been possible without the sinister influence of the Jesuits. We owe it to popery that we now see our land reddened with the blood of her noblest sons. Though there were great differences of opinion between the South and the North on the question of slavery, neither Jeff Davis [President of the Confederacy] nor anyone of the leading men of the Confederacy would have dared to attack the North, had they not relied on the promises of the Jesuits, that under the mask of Democracy, the money and arms of the Roman Catholic, even the arms of France, were at their disposal if they would attack us. I pity the priests, the bishops and monks of Rome in the United States, when the people realize that they are, in great part, responsible for the tears and the blood shed in this war. I conceal what I know on that subject from the knowledge of the nation, for if the people knew the whole truth, this war would turn into a religious war, and it would at once take a tenfold more savage and bloody character. It would become merciless as all religious wars are. It would become a war of extermination on both sides.

The Protestants of both the North and the South would surely unite to exterminate the priests and the Jesuits, if they could hear what Professor [Samuel B.] Morse [Ed. Note: U.S. inventor of the telegraph] has said to me of the plots made in the very city of Rome [i.e., at the Vatican] to destroy this Republic, and if they could learn how the [Roman Catholic] priests, the nuns, and the monks, which daily land on our shores, under the pretext of preaching their religion, instructing the people in their schools, taking care of the sick in the hospitals, are nothing else but the emissaries of the Pope, of Napoleon, and the other despots of Europe, to undermine our institutions, alienate the hearts of our people from our Constitution, and our laws, destroy our schools, and prepare a reign of anarchy here as they have done in Ireland, in Mexico, in Spain, and wherever there are any people who want to be free.”

(Note: What follows is the full quotation of Samuel Morse from which the short excerpt given on the first page of this document was taken:)

“Let us examine the operations of this Austrian Society [the St. Leopold Foundation], for it is hard at work all around us, yes, here in this country [i.e., the USA]… With its headquarters in Vienna [Austria], under the immediate direction and inspection of [Austrian Prince] Metternich, …it makes itself already felt through the [American] Republic. Its emissaries are here. And who are these emissaries? They are Jesuits. This [Roman Catholic] society of men, after exerting their tyranny for upwards of two hundred years, at length became so formidable to the world, threatening the entire subversion to all social order, that even the Pope [i.e., Clement XIV], whose devoted subjects they [i.e., the Jesuits] are, and must be, by the vow of their society, was compelled to dissolve them [in 1773].

They had not been suppressed, however, for fifty years, before the waning influence of Popery and Despotism required their useful labors to resist the light of Democratic liberty, and the Pope (Pius VII) simultaneously with the formation of the Holy Alliance [in Europe], revived the order of the Jesuits in all their power. ((Ed. Comment: Pope Pius VII restored the Jesuit Order in 1814 in exchange for his release from prison, where he had spent five years under Jesuit “persuasion”.)
And do Americans need to be told what Jesuits are? If any are ignorant, let them inform themselves of their history without delay; no time is to be lost; their workings are before you in every day’s events; they are a secret society, a sort of Masonic order with super added features of revolting odiousness, and a thousand times more dangerous. They are not merely priests, or priests of one religious creed; they are merchants, and lawyers, and editors, and men of any profession, having no outward badge (in this country [i.e., the USA]) by which to be recognized; they are about in all your society. They can assume any character, that of angels of light, or ministers of darkness, to accomplish their one great end, the service upon which they are sent, whatever that service may be.

The Jesuits are highly educated men, prepared, and sworn to start at any moment, and in any direction, and for any service, commanded by the general of their order [i.e., the Jesuit Superior General, the “Black Pope”], bound to no family, community, or country, by the ordinary ties which bind men; and sold the soul to the cause of the Roman Pontiff.

In just a matter of time as more evidence of the 911 conspiracy falls apart I believe concrete evidence will surface that will allow us to see the failed coup d’tate of 911 masterminds were none other that the black robed priests who serve as the double agents for the Caesar of Rome.

Many wonder today why the Republican party does nothing to defeat the treasonous schemes of the Democrats. It is because the pope’s Jesuits have thoroughly infiltrated the Republican party as well as the Democratic party. Many wonder why the news media lie so much to support and protect the Democrats. It is because the pope’s Jesuits have thoroughly infiltrated the news media. The news media and schools and colleges, with their lies and propaganda, have so conditioned the people of the country that they are unable to recognize what has been done to them. Victory for the Jesuits seems very near. The Jesuits are like a cancer that has pervaded nearly every fiber of the society of the United States. We are being defeated by the enemy within.

For many years the Jesuits have prevented the United States from developing additional sources of energy within its own territory. Exploiting the vast oilfields on the Alaskan north slope, that probably contain more oil than the entire middle
east, is forbidden. New nuclear power plants, the safest source of electric energy ever discovered, are not permitted. There is no end to the lies people have been made to believe about Nuclear energy. The environment is used as the club to subdue the people of the country into going along with this idiocy. Modern technology is able to develop these sources of power without any damage to the environment. Needless to say, without sufficient energy, the United States will not be able to defend itself. All the papacy has to do is cut off the oil supply from the middle east.

The United States is now starting to feel the pinch of the energy shortage the Jesuits have created. People have experienced blackouts over large areas as power is shut off to stay within the limits of generating capacity. Today, instead of constructing additional nuclear power plants, some of these plants are being dismantled! Will the people of the United States be able to wake up in time to prevent the coming national tragedy?

Not only in the United States is this treachery being perpetrated by the papacy, but they are secretly at work all over the world to subvert all the nations of the world, as we read earlier from Charles Chiniquy’s book.

The papacy’s slaughter of Christians continues to this day. Since the papacy is a small country with little military capability, they always beguile other nations to do their fighting for them. Today the United States is their favorite bully. Thus, they are never directly involved, and people do not realize who is behind the wars, the trouble, and the terrorism. Avro Manhattan’s book, The Vatican’s Holocaust, describes in detail the papacy’s continuing slaughter of millions of Christians in the 20th century. At the
time of this writing, the complete text of The Vatican’s Holocaust is available on the internet for downloading. A link for this book is provided at the bottom of this page.

The slaughter in Bosnia, Kosovo, Serbia, Croatia and others is a direct result of the Vatican’s involvement in this area, but you will never hear about it because the Jesuit-controlled news media not only refuse to mention it but they lie about the situation to keep the papacy from being suspected of her true involvement.

The Jesuits seem to have a code that guides their every action. That code is: “Call your enemy what you are and always tell the exact opposite of the truth.” This makes it very difficult to counter their lies and explain clearly and understandably what they are actually doing.

JESUITS HELPED TO START TWO WORLD WARS (1 & 2)

In every major world wide events such as civil wars, world wars, revolutions, rebellions, terrorism, assassinations, political, social and all kinds of turmoil or chaos - the Jesuits are the orchestrator. Many historians and writers such as ERIC JON PHELPS, AVRO MANHATTAN, ALBERTO RIVERA, JOHN LOFTUS, EDMUND PARIS, DARYL EBERHART, DAVID GUYAT, ALEXANDER JAMES, CHARLES CHINIQUY, JOSE RIZAL, AND OTHERS point their finger to the Jesuits and the Vatican as the culprits.

The Jesuits are also the culprits and detonated the Atomic Bomb blast in Hiroshima during the closing end of World War II. The Jesuits are also the culprits for the Sinking Of Titanic killing John Jacob Astor on board who is against the creation of the Federal Reserve Bank - A Privately Owned Bank. And Jesuit's boys (satanic bloodlines) meeting better known as the Creatures of the Jekyll Island).

The Roman Catholic Church is a mere continuation of the Roman Empire (Julius Ceasar, Nero, Constantin, Agustus Ceasar, etc.) and the Jesuit Order is the old Roman Empire Pretorian Guard where NAZI SS was pattern from the Jesuit Order. NAZI notorious general Reinhard Ghelen trained and created the CIA and the Israeli Masonic-Zionist MOSSAD. In the Philippines, the Light A Fire Movement during Marcos regime was led by Ed Olaguer and master-minded by the Jesuit Order. Fr. Romeo "Archie" Intengan and Norberto Gonzales (GMA's National Security Adviser)

The 9/11 WTC Terrorist Attack was ordered by the Jesuit General - Count Peter Hans Kolvenbach . The masonic Osama bin Ladin praised the attack allowed by the traitor to the American people George W. Bush a member of the secret society Skull & Bones. Inside the Bohemian Grove, the
Jesuits practice satanic rituals. The Jesuit Order are also sorcerers, like Ignatius Loyola founder of the Jesuit Order according to Alberto Rivera, former Jesuit Priest.

The heroes of communism, Marx and Engels, who wrote the communist manifesto, in the 1880s, were actually coached and directed by Jesuit priests. The communist party was formed for the task of destroying the protector of the hated orthodox church, the Czar of Russia. It was for revenge. The communist party was financed in secret by agents of Rome (the illuminati) in order to create another power that was a servant of the vatican.

Before World War 1, a large group of wealthy Jews was trying to gain control over Jerusalem. This made the Vatican very angry. The vatican had been wanting to move to Jerusalem for a long time, since Christianity had started there. These Jews that were fighting against the vatican's plans were to be made to pay for their stubbornness. The Vatican constructed a plan that destroy the European Jews and turn the world against them. The Vatican directed some Jews that were loyal to the catholic church to write an article called the protocols of Zion. This document would pave the way for the coming Jewish holocaust, even if it would also cause the deaths of many Roman catholics as well.

In the early 1900s, France made the Vatican angry by making a political deal with the Czar of Russia. Previously, France had dumped its catholic King and had become a republic; this also made the Vatican angry. In the meantime, the orthodox church was spreading throughout Bulgaria, Rummania, Greece, part of Turkey, and Serbian Yugoslavia. The Vatican wanted to bring France to its knees and also stop the religious competition in the Balkans. The solution to these problems was simple, the Jesuits would start World War 1. The pope was backing Germany, so when the catholic Kaisar asked the Vatican if it could expand Germany's borders, Pope Pius X and the Jesuits gave him there blessings and permission. Germany started fighting France and treaties pulled more nations into the conflict; Germany was fighting France, England, Russian and the US. Millions died, many were Roman catholic, in 4 years of bloody war. Even while men were still dying in World War 1, the Jesuits were already busy preparing World War 2 and a new catholic inquisition, the holocaust. In July 1919, when the allies were signing the treaty of Versailles, at the end of World War 1, they were so angry at the Vatican for starting the war that they refused to recognize the Vatican as a political power anymore and kept them away from the conference table.

In Russian the empress, the wife of Czar Nicholas, told Rasputin, a monk, where the Czar's gold was hidden. Rasputin told this information to the patriarch of the Russian Orthodox church. The Jesuits worked closely with Marx, Engels, Trotsky, Lenin and Stalin, while they were carefully preparing for the Russian revolution. The Jesuits secretly moved their gold into Russia, to finance this, using their key men. They believed that communism would rise up as a new strong daughter of the Vatican. The Russian revolution succeeded, the Czar was forced to abdicate and his family was put under house arrest. The Royal family was moved to the Urals for securty reasons, while an army of Czechs was coming to try to rescue him where he was being held. A group of Ural Soviets held a quick trial and the Royal family was found guilty; some of these soviets were Jesuits pretending to be communists. The protector of the Russian orthodox church, the Czar, was now facing the Jesuits of Rome, and he and his family were killed. The communists then moved to destroy the Vatican's religious competitors, the Russian orthodox
church; its religious leaders were being hunted down. However, when the communists approached the old patriarch, he greeted them and told them he was holding the Czars gold for them. The communists put down their weapons, accepted the Czar's gold and his friendship and the killing of the Russian orthodox clergy was stopped. The communists not only got the Czar's gold but they betrayed the Vatican and kept the pope's gold too, which was worth over 600 million dollars. The Vatican went wild with anger; they had been double-crossed. The Vatican was going to make the communists pay for this no matter what it would cost. The Jesuits decided to start another war so that they could have another inquisition and the victims would now include the orthodox church and the communists of Russia along with the Jews and protestants. The financial arm of the Vatican (the illuminati, Opus Dei, and key masons) have so much wealth that they can sway the economy of the world and cause planned depressions. After the first World War, Germany was in a terrible depression. Certain pro-catholic Jews were ordered to buy up the land from the poor broke Germans. The money was supplied by the Vatican and the land was bought at a cheap price. This was going to be used to stir up hatred against the Jews at a future date. The Jews would be accused of showing no mercy to the Germans when they stole their lands during the depression.

At the end of World War 1, the Jesuits moved on three fronts. Moussolini came to power in Italy and his black shirted thugs beat all opponents into submission. A jesuit named Venturi was assigned to work with Moussalini. The catholic vote, controlled by the Vatican put Moussolini into power. To pay off the Vatican, Mousalini signed a concordat (a document of mutual support) with the Vatican, and this made catholicism the only religion allowed in Italy and its territories.

The German government was very weak, and the economy was ruined. Some people wanted to make Germany a republic; the Vatican moved to stop this. They prepared the way for Germany's new Roman Catholic leader, Adolph Hitler. Hitler's brown shirts, the Nazis, backed by the Vatican, beat all of their opponents into submission, this included opposing Roman catholics. A jesuit priest, father Staempfle, wrote a book for Hitler, titled Mein Kampf; the book was the master plan of the Jesuits for Hitler's take over of Germany. [ It was the Jesuits that perfected the famous Pan-German program laid out in this book, and Hitler endorsed it. - This is taken from the book, THE SECRET HISTORY OF THE JESUITS page 138, by Edmond Paris, a catholic French historian.] Street battles between catholics that were Nazis and catholics that were communists took place. The Jesuits built the third Reich, with its symbol the swastika, a massonic symbol. (Note: Hitler and his associates were all catholic and they all had some Jewish blood in their veins. - According to Alberto Rivera, former Jesuit priest.) Pope Pius XI supported Hitler, and the catholic vote put Hitler into power in 1933. Germany signed a concordat with the Vatican in 1933. The catholic Nazi, Von Papen, one of Hitler's diplomats, boasted to the world, "the third Reich is the first power, which not only recognizes, but puts into practice, the high principles of the papacy." (Der Voelkischer Beobachter, Jan. 14, 1934.) {You might say that these, so called, high principles of the papacy resulted in millions of people being murdered in concentration camps.}

In Spain, tunnels were found between the convents and priest rectories in which little baby skeletons were found; the priests and nuns were having sex and allowing the babies that were born to the nuns to die. The discovery of this led to the Spanish civil war. Some Spanish catholics revolted against the Vatican because of this. The Pope hired several divisions of Moslem mercenaries fighting under Franco, to kill
all Roman catholics, Jews and protestants that opposed them. Because a few of the catholic revolters were communists, the catholic controlled press leaked out the story that it was a communist rebellion and not what it really was, a catholic rebellion. General Franco won the battle and became the catholic dictator of Spain, ending the Spanish republic government that Spain had previously. So now the Jesuits had leaders of Italy, Germany, and Spain that would obey the Jesuits. German catholics under orders from the Vatican began joining protestant churches and pretending to be protestant. When the anti-Jewish atrocities began, these undercover catholics, in protestant churches, publicly accused the Jews and turned them over to the Gestapo for shipment to the death camps. [The Jesuits are masters of deceit. They took 1000 Roman catholic Jews and hid them at the Vatican for the duration of the war. This was just in case Hitler lost the war. If Hitler lost the war, the Vatican could say they also helped the Jews. But these were catholic Jews. It was the non catholic Jews that the Gestapo wanted to kill.] The vatican always covers itself in case its plans backfire.

While Hitler was building his war machine, in the 1930s, the Jesuits were busy establishing 5th columns in the countries scheduled for the Nazi invasions. A 5th column is a secret army within a country that is ready to surrender and help an invading country to capture its own nation. The organization called catholic action, in these countries, was the 5th column. Jesuit priests, Picard, Arendt, and Foucalt preached a Hitlerite, fascist Gospel, calling it a spiritual renewal in Belgium. In the United States, the Jesuit father Coughlin (the apostle of the swastika) reached over 20 million listeners by radio, saying that the German war is a battle for Christianity. He also headed secret commando cells that were trained by Nazi agents, from 1936 - 1942 in the United States.

Hitler started his fast attacks in Europe and World War 2 started. Germany, Italy and Japan fought the rest of the world and millions died. One of Hitler’s greatest sources of intelligence information came through the Roman catholic confessional all over the world. Hitler's secret servic, the Gestapo, was built up after the principles of the Jesuit Order, by Heindrich Hemler. Many catholic priests wore the uniform of Hitler's Gestapo. The Jesuit father Himmler, Heindrich Himmler's uncle, was one of the superior officers of the Gestapo. It was mainly through the Gestapo that six and a half million Jews suffered torture and death; the 20th century catholic inquisition was in full swing. Bible believing protestants that tried to help the Jews also went into the concentration camps. In Yugoslavia, the Greek orthodox church, the Serbians, were terribly tortured and murdered by the Ustachi killer squads, catholic groups that were led by Jesuits. Many catholic priests were members of the Ustachi killer squads. The Jesuit monseigneur Tiso, in Slovakia, chief of the Slovakian state, provided the first contingent of Jews, from Slovakia, to be murdered at Auschwitz. Monseigneur Tiso was hanged as a war criminal after the war was over. You can read about the Ustachi killer squads and see actual photographs of them in action at this website: Read THE VATICAN'S HOLOCAUST, online, here:

Pope Pius XII, after building the Nazi war machine, saw Hitler losing his battle against Russia, and he immediately jumped to the allies side as he saw that Hitler was going to lose the war. Then the Vatican began to use the organizations under its control to cover up the Vatican's involvement with starting World War 2 and its involvement in the holocaust. Germany surrendered May 8th 1945 and Europe was in ruins. The Vatican had these contingency plans in case Hitler lost the
war:
1. Make everyone believe that the Vatican had nothing to do with the war and, in time, try to convince people that the holocaust never happened.
2. Make sure that rebellious nuns, monks, and priests were also put into the concentration camps to try to convince the world that the catholic church was also persecuted.
3. They ordered catholic families and priests to protect Jews in their homes so this could be used in the future as good public relations material for books and films. Those Jews that were protected had already been converted to catholicism.
4. Put on a new face by setting up the Vatican II council.
5. Set up a communist pope from behind the Iron Curtain to please the communists and try to convert them to catholicism. This was Pope John 23rd.

Read what the press of the Catholic, Spanish dictator, Franco, published on the 3rd of May, 1945, which was the day that people were told that Hitler died. It said,
"Adolf Hitler, son of the Catholic Church, died while defending Christianity." It is therefore understandable that words cannot be found to lament over his death, when so many were found to exalt his life. It goes on to say, "Over his mortal remains stands his victorious moral figure. With the palm of the martyr, God gives Hitler the laurels of Victory." This funeral oration of Adolph Hitler was voiced by the Holy See itself, under the cover of Franco's press. It is a communique of the Vatican via Madrid.
Hitler himself stated, "I learned much from the Order of the Jesuits. Until now, there has never been anything more grandiose, on the earth, than the hierarchical organization of the Catholic church. I transferred much of this organization into my own party."
Walter Schellenberg, former chief of Nazi counter-espionage made this statement: "The S.S. organization had been constituted by Himmler according to the principles of the Jesuit Order. Their regulations and the Spiritual Exercises prescribed by Ignatius of Loyola were the model Himmler tried to copy exactly. Himmler's title as supreme chief of the S.S. was to be the equivalent of the Jesuits' 'General' and the whole structure was a close imitation of the Catholic Church's hierarchical order."
Hitler was also ready to discuss with the Bishop his views on the Jewish question: Adoph Hitler said, "As for the Jews, I am just carrying on with the same policy which the Catholic church has adopted for fifteen hundred years, when it has regarded the Jews as dangerous and pushed them into ghettos etc., because it knew what the Jews were like. I don't put race above religion, but I do see the danger in the representatives of this race for Church and State, and perhaps I am doing Christianity a great service."

"The Nazi Persecution of the Churches" by J S Conway pages 25, 26, and 162

In his book FIFTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF ROME, former catholic priest Charles Chiniquy had this to say about the Jesuits: "The Jesuits are a military organization, not a religious order. Their chief is the general of an army, not the mere father abbot of a monastery. And the aim of this organization is power. Power in the most despotic exercise. Absolute power, universal power, power to control the World by the volition (will) of a single man. Jesuitism is the most absolute of despotisms (dictatorship); and at the same time, the greatest and the most enormous of abuses." (The most monstrous hurt, injury and damage)
"The general of the jesuits insists on being master, sovereign over the sovereign. Wherever the jesuits are admitted they will be masters, cost what it may. Their society is by nature dictatorial, and therefore it
is the irreconcilable enemy of all constituted authority. Every act, every crime, however atrocious, is a meritorious work, if committed for the interest of the society of the jesuits, or by the order of its general. page 174, in the book, FIFTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF ROME, by Charles Chiniquy.

References:
The Vatican's Holocaust, by Avro Manhattan
The Godfathers, by Jack T Chick
Smokescreens, by Jack Chick
Information provided by former high ranking Jesuit priest, Alberto Rivera, that was taught to him by his instructor at the Vatican, whose name was Augustine Cardinal Bea.

OUTTRO Thank you for listening to another segment of "The Network of Global Corporate Control. The Jesuits have been trying to bring the United States down ever since the Civil War which they caused, and subjugate the rest of the world too. In this segment we have exposed the Jesuit. There is no place left for them. Until next week, I am your host, Karen Hudes.